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Clinical pathology forms the basis for diagnosis of all diseases where a disruption of tissue

architecture is seen.

The bulk of current diagnostics is performed using traditional formalin fixation followed by

paraffin embedding and microscopic analysis.

Molecular pathology is on the rise however. Today tissue is analyzed with gene panels where

sets of genes are sequenced or analyzed with PCR/sequencing. In the future whole genome

sequencing will be performed with an added step of in silico analysis of genes of importance

for disease management.

This of great importance for genetic disease or in treatment decisions where the results

are clear cut and dicotomous, present/not present.
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The current surge of targeted therapies increase the demand for the development of predictive

markers in order to determine who might benefit from a particular form of treatment. Examples are: 

check-point inhibitors, anti-angiogenesis regimens and RTK inhibition.

This is part of the buzzwords: personalized medicine.

Novel targeted treatments are expensive and potentially harmful for the patient.

Many current studies depend on interpretation of RNA levels based on RNA sequencing histological

material from patients included in the study. RNA levels do not always correspond to actual changes

In protein expression. 

Proteins are the units of biological function, RNA is a unit of potential function.

A major challenge is to integrate the findings of predictive relevance derived from sequencing into

a histological context. Here pathology must serve an active function.

An example from ESMO 2020:
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6 cases of clear cell renal cell carcinoma (CCRCC)
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classical CCRCC
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Stroma?
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Eosinophilic variant

of CCRCC
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Vessels !

vessels! Stroma?
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CD31, marker for vasculature (angio)
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CD68. Makrophage marker

”Myeloid cells” in area B
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CD68 in area A
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CD68 in area A 
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CD3, T-celler, area A
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CD3, T-celler, area B
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Summing up:

Pathology is still golden standard for diagnosis and grading of malignancies.

Molecular pathology offers important services in diagnosis of mutations in genes of therapeutic importance.

Much of the research into treatment prediction addresses mRNA levels in tumour tissue and here

histopathological correlation is an important challenge.

The histological site for actual protein expression in tumour tissue is probably of highest importance

for interpretation and of high impact for prediction. 
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